
VSAT
Making remote connectivity more
secure, accessible, and highly
available through end-to-end
managed VSAT service



High availability and superior transmission quality with VSAT services

Etisalat by e& offers a high quality and high
performance end-to-end managed VSAT (Very Small
Aperture Terminal) service, enabling customers to
take faster, and better decisions, increase
productivity, and improve efficiency through IP
technology.



Cost-effective VSAT earth stations helping address connectivity issues in remote areas

Quick turnaround time

Low risk, proven technology

Unified equipment supply

Ready service availability

Standardized solution

Ease of integration

Powerful, cost-effective VSAT earth stations have helped
address connectivity requirements in remote areas of the
world. VSAT networks enable businesses to have access to
the latest communications services, those that support
voice, data, and the Internet from remote locations, without
a requirement of terrestrial infrastructure.



The usage of satellite communications enables the application and
Quality of Service criteria to be met. These intrinsic characteristics
make VSAT communication appealing for industry-specific
applications.

Extremely reliable form of satellite connectivity network

Low risk and advanced technology service

Supports telecom and ICT solutions as an add-on

Rapid speed with accessibility for high availability

Scope for customisation based on business needs

Quick deployment time even for remote or rural areas

Evolving customer needs:

Etisalat by e& regulatory compliant VSAT services offer
integrated data and internet access via a satellite network that
covers even the most remote locations while maintaining high
availability and transmission quality



Make informed decisions and improve efficiency through VSAT's IP technology

 
Ku and C band service offering over Geo positioned
satellites

Dedicated or shared bandwidth offerings

Advanced teleport facilities

Professional skillsets

Network & integration capabilities

24x7x365 customer support



Why partner with Etisalat by e&?

Industry-leading expertise

Customised solution offering

Seamless integration capabilities

Continuous innovation & upgrades

Single managed service provider

Round-the-clock support services



Etisalat by e& UAE Enterprise and Government

For more information contact your Account Manager or visit

Contact Us

Experience the difference
on the network of speed!

Together, let’s design a business model that focuses on
elevating your customer experience, optimising resources,
and fostering a sustainable future.


